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Best Party Games for After the Kids Go to Bed
Start grown-up game night with these favorites

Whether you’re getting your closest friends together or having a competitive date night with your
partner, these games are sure to challenge your mind, test your luck and entertain everyone during
the child-free late evening hours.

Party for two

ApartmentTherapy.com writer
Taryn Williford recommends Z-Man
Games’ “Carcassonne” as a stellar
choice for an intimate game night
with your partner. In this tile-laying
game, you and your partner
strategically place your own roads,
fields and cities on the game board
while attempting to prevent one
another from achieving growth by
stealing away followers. The game
is ultimately won by the player with
the best strategy and most
followers, but nobody loses if you
add this exciting board game to
your collection.

If you and your partner would rather
pool your strengths to conquer a
game instead of competing against one another, Williford suggests Z-Man Games’ “Pandemic.”
Together, you and your partner will work to curtail the outbreak of potentially world-ending diseases.
With multiple available expansions and stand-alone spin-offs — including the popular “Pandemic:
Reign of Cthulhu” — no two games will ever play alike, making it ideal for multiple evenings in.

Group game night

If you prefer to entertain those near and dear to you on game night — or to humiliate them with a
good-natured, yet soul-crushing, defeat — you can get together with a larger group and indulge in a
rousing game of Imholding Games’ “Draw WHAT?!” Teams of two or more will race to be the first to
the end of the game board by drawing or acting out words and phrases on corresponding cards. Be
warned, however, that the words and phrases in “Draw WHAT?!” are not for those who blush easily. 

If you fancy yourself a cat person, or if you are inordinately interested in “explosions and laser beams
and sometimes goats,” you’ll no doubt relish a game of “Exploding Kittens.” At one time the No. 1
most-backed game ever on Kickstarter, this card game deftly mixes strategic gameplay and quirky
concepts for what is sure to become a staple of many get-togethers to come.

For your friends who cannot part with their phones even for a millisecond, Uncommongoods’ “Game of
Phones” is genius. According to ApartmentTherapy.com writers Guerrin Gardner and Mat Sanders:
“The premise is simple: everyone grabs their smartphones. One player picks a card and gets to judge
that round. The rest of the players have 60 seconds to respond to the card’s prompt with the
funniest/weirdest thing they can come up with on their phones.”

Another app-based game recommended by Garnder and Sanders that is sure to please a diverse
crowd is “Heads Up!” You may have seen this game (available on Google Play and the App Store) on



“The Ellen DeGeneres Show.” Like the classic “Who Am I?” drinking game, “Heads Up!” requires a
player to hold a smartphone against their forehead or above their head while other players give them
clues about the word, name or phrase displayed on the screen.

When the kids are off to bed, you can unleash your inner child with your closest friends and family by
playing these and other games. Whether you prefer the challenge of competitive strategy or fun
word-association, options abound. Just make sure you keep the noise down somewhat while the little
ones are sleeping.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Bredemann Toyota's Spring Fever Sales Event!
Shift into a New Toyota with Savings that are in Full Bloom! 

0% - 0.9% APR Financing and up to 72-Month Financing Available!

Monthly Lease Payments as LOW as $164/Month & Up to $4,000 Toyota Cash Back!

Make this Spring Season Special with HUGE Savings!

 

 

Click HERE to View ALL New Toyota Special Offers

Click HERE to View New Toyota Inventory

 

 

Bredemann Toyota April Featured Specials:
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Safety Comes Standard on 2018 Toyota Camry
Toyota Safety Sense is Standard at NO additional cost! 

Click HERE to View our 2018 Toyota Camry Inventory

 

If you're shopping around to find the right new car for your lifestyle, look no further than the new 2018
Toyota Camry. The new Camry sedan comes at an incredible price and offers you a wide range of
benefits, including the standard Toyota Safety Sense™ (TSS-P) suite of driver-assistive technologies.
This suite of safety features can help you save thousands of dollars.

 



 

What is Toyota Safety Sense™ (TSS-P)?
Many new Toyota models come with standard Toyota Safety Sense™ (TSS-P), a collection of
advanced safety features that help you remain in control and well protected on the road. The 2018
Camry offers standard Lane Departure Alert, Dynamic Radar Cruise Control, Automatic High Beams
and a Pre-Collision system with Pedestrian Detection. To learn more about Toyota Safety Sense™
technologies, you can speak with our staff and schedule a test-drive at Bredemann Toyota in Park
Ridge.

 



Come buy or lease a new 2018 Toyota Camry sedan today!
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Service and Parts Corner! 
You have questions, we have answers!

 

April is Car Care Month and Bredemann Toyota encourages owners to give their cars some extra
attention. Our Toyota trained technicians will help you fulfill maintenance obligations and help improve
your overall performance. 

 

Our dedicated team of technicians can help make maintaining your vehicle simple and convenient.
We are not only a one-stop destination for all your vehicle maintenance needs, but we also have
convenient hours, competitive service & parts pricing and advanced technology to take the stress out
of servicing your vehicle. From oil changes to tire rotations, brakes, batteries and multi-point vehicle
inspections, we can handle it all!

 

We're here to assist you with all of your vehicle needs!

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

You've Got Questions - We Have Answers!

If there is a question or concern that we can help you with, please ask. Parts, Service or Technical,
we will do out best to get the answer for you!
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A Green State of Mind
10 ways Toyota is building a better, smarter, more sustainable
future

We think it’s great that Earth Day has its own special moment on April 22, but at Toyota we like to
celebrate Mother Earth all year long.
 

When Toyota launched Prius more than 20 years ago, no one even knew what a hybrid was. Today,
Toyota and Lexus have nearly twice the number of hybrids currently on the road as all other
manufacturers combined.

We continue to be ranked by Newsweek as one of the world’s greenest companies – and No. 1 in
the automobile category – for our track record of sustainability achievements and eco-sensitive hybrid
and fuel cell vehicles.

The 2017 North American Environmental Report showcases how Toyota’s environmental strategy
and performance across four key areas — carbon, water, materials and biodiversity — is engrained in
everything we do.

These core focus areas align with Toyota’s Environmental Challenge 2050 goals that seek to go
beyond minimizing negative impacts to creating a net positive impact on the environment.
Here are 10 ways Toyota is making a positive impact across North America and around the world.
 

Toyota is the largest producer of electrified vehicles worldwide with nearly 11.5 million hybrids
sold, including more than 3.2 million in North America. By 2030, Toyota aims to have global
sales of more than 5.5 million electrified vehicles, including more than 1 million zero-emission
vehicles. By 2025, every model in the Toyota and Lexus lineup around the world will be
available either as a dedicated electrified model or have an electrified option.

1.

 

Toyota is committing millions of dollars to three hydrogen fuel providers to help fund
infrastructure that supports a growing community of fuel cell vehicle drivers.

2.

 

Upgrading to LED lighting at eight North American manufacturing plants is expected to save an
estimated 20,000 megawatts per year and avoid approximately 17,000 metric tons of CO per

3.



estimated 20,000 megawatts per year and avoid approximately 17,000 metric tons of CO 2per
year.

 

Projects at four of Toyota’s North American manufacturing plants resulted in water savings last
fiscal year more than 43.2 million gallons, equivalent to the annual water use of 394 average
American families.

4.

 

In 2016, only 1 percent of waste from our North American facilities was disposed in landfills.
The rest was recycled, reused, composted or sent to a waste-to-energy facility.

5.

 

Toyota’s new research and development campus in York, Michigan, recycled 92 percent of
the waste generated during construction. That's 461 tons of material put to productive use
instead of being disposed in a landfill.

6.

 

At 13 Toyota sites across North America, team members have planted pollinator gardens to
nurture monarch butterflies as well as other pollinator species. Three of our sites have planted
monarch waystations that are certified by Monarch Watch.

7.

 

With 58 and counting, Toyota and Lexus continue to lead the industry with more dealership
facilities certified to LEED® standards in North America than any other auto manufacturer. And
our North American headquarters in Plano, Texas, achieved LEED Platinum last fall from the
U.S. Green Building Council.

8.

 

We worked with one of our packaging suppliers, PakFab, to find a way to reuse and recycle
obsolete packaging from vehicle model changes. With eight plants adopting this solution, we
expect to eliminate 13 million pounds of waste annually.

9.

 

Plans are under way to build the world’s first megawatt-scale carbonate fuel cell power
generation plant with a hydrogen fueling station to support Toyota operations at the Port of
Long Beach. The Tri-Gen facility  will use bio-waste sourced from California agricultural waste
to generate water, electricity and hydrogen. When complete, the station will fuel all Mirai
vehicles passing through the port, as well as Toyota’s proof of concept Class 8 HCV Truck.

10.

 

 

source: toyotanewsroom.com
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All-New 2019 Toyota Avalon, 2019 Corolla
Hatchback, 2018 Camry Take Top Honors at Texas
Auto Writers Association’s 2018 Texas Auto
Roundup

Toyota took home top hardware at this year’s Texas Auto Writers Association’s (TAWA) Texas Auto
Roundup and earned first-place spots with 2019 Avalon ( Full-Size Car), 2019 Corolla Hatchback
(Compact Car), and 2018 Camry (Mid-Size Car). Additionally, Avalon won TAWA’s award for Best
New Interior.

Toyota took home top hardware at this year’s Texas Auto Writers Association’s (TAWA) Texas Auto
Roundup and earned first-place spots with 2019 Avalon ( Full-Size Car), 2019 Corolla Hatchback
(Compact Car), and 2018 Camry (Mid-Size Car). Additionally, Avalon won TAWA’s award for Best
New Interior.
 
The event, held at Eagles Canyon Raceway in Decatur, Texas, included two days of in-depth test
driving on the scenic closed course. Nearly 50 TAWA journalists put vehicles to the test, evaluating
five key pillars – exterior, interior, performance, value, and personal appeal. More than 45 vehicles
competed in 12 classes.  
 
“To have the new Avalon, Corolla Hatchback, and Camry recognized as the best of Texas by TAWA is
truly an honor," said Lisa Materazzo, vice president of Vehicle Marketing and Communications at
Toyota. "These three compelling new products continue to show our commitment to passenger cars,



our dealers, and our guests."
 
The Avalon, Corolla Hatchback, and Camry were the highlight in their individual categories with
designs, features, and performance capabilities that clearly distinguished them from their competition.
 
 
Underpinned by a Toyota New Global Architecture (TNGA) platform, and powered by a fuel-efficient,
301-horsepower 3.5-liter V6 or Toyota Hybrid System (THS II) powertrain, the 2019 Toyota Avalon
embodies consumers’ overarching desire for high-caliber, design-centric, technologically-savvy modes
of attainable, premium transportation.
 
To its menu, Avalon mixes a bevy of Toyota-firsts such as standard Apple CarPlay and Dynamic
Auxiliary Turn Signals, available authentic Yamaha wood and aluminum cabin accents, and Engine
Sound Enhancement. In addition, drivers will appreciate the standard passive and active safety
benefits through Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P), as well as athletic handling thanks to its available
Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS), also a Toyota first, that, quite positively, has Avalon
out-performing its peers.
 
The 2019 Corolla Hatchback, in either SE or XSE grades, is all about making a huge impression. With
its lengthy list of standard features that includes Entune 3.0 with Apple CarPlay and Amazon Alexa
Connectivity, a revised sport-tuned suspension and TNGA platform, and the first North American
application of Toyota Safety Sense 2.0, Corolla Hatchback strikes a resounding chord with drivers
who value authenticity, utility, practicality, and style.
 
The 2018 Toyota Camry - with its new TNGA platform, double-wishbone style multi-link rear
suspension, and stylish design - has a sleeker profile that offers improved aerodynamics, a lower
center of gravity, and a more rigid body, allowing for a more comfortable and stable ride. In addition,
engineers incorporated a number of new noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) countermeasures that
were previously found exclusively on luxury models such as sound-absorbing insulation in the hood
and upper and lower fender separator, as well as foam/vibration dampening materials throughout the
vehicle. The driver-focused design also features the highest grade of soft touch and premium
materials on all surfaces of the cabin.
 
 

2019 Avalon Touring:

Designed and Assembled in the U.S.A., Five Generations Strong
New V6 and Toyota Hybrid System Powertrains Offering More Power and MPG
New TNGA K Sedan Platform with Multi-Link Rear Suspension and Available Toyota-First
Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)
Standard Entune 3.0 with WiFi Hotspot, Qi Wireless Charging, Toyota Remote Connect with
Smartwatch and Amazon Alexa Connectivity, and Apple CarPlay
Standard Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P)
On Sale in Late Spring 2018

 
 



2019 Corolla Hatchback:

All-New High-Function, Dynamic Design
New TNGA 2.0-liter Four-Cylinder, Six-Speed iMT Manual Transmission, and Dynamic-Shift
CVT Offering More Power and MPG
New TNGA Platform with Sport-Tuned Suspension
Standard Entune 3.0 Audio with 8-inch Touchscreen, Wi-Fi Connect, Amazon Alexa, and Apple
CarPlay Compatibility
First North American Application of Standard Toyota Safety Sense 2.0
On Sale in Summer 2018

 
 

2018 Camry:

New Emotionally-Charged Design and Performance Experience
Aggressive Exterior Character Lines and Low Center of Gravity
3.5-liter V6 DOHC 24-Valve D-4S Dual Injection with Dual VVT-i
Entune 3.0 Audio Plus with JBL w/Clari-Fi, Connected Navigation Scout and App Suite —
includes 8-in. touch-screen, with Qi-compatible wireless smartphone charging
10-in Color Head-Up Display, 7-in TFT Multi-Information Display with customizable settings
Standard Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P)



Standard Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P)
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Many Thanks to our Team Members for their Hard
Work and Dedication!
Bredemann Toyota Anniversaries

Please join us in celebrating the following Bredemann Toyota employees who are celebrating their
annual anniversary with us this month. We appreciate and value the contribution every associate
makes to the ongoing team effort to exceed our guests' expectations.

 

Thank you!

 

APRIL

 

Mike Cooper - 16 Years

Jason Johnson - 7 Years

Jacqueline Mieling - 22 Years

Roberto Obispo - 4 Years

Richard Vasquez - 6 Years
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4 Places to Go Fishing in Illinois and Indiana
Visit the many waterways of the Midwest for prime fishing spots

The states of Illinois and Indiana are blessed with many great bodies of water primed for fishing. From
rivers to the mighty Lake Michigan, there is somewhere to go for anglers of any skill level searching for
just about any type of fish. If you’re planning your next outdoor outing, consider one of these hot spots
in the Land of Lincoln and the Hoosier State.

Illinois Beach State Park (Illinois)

The city of Chicago sits right on the
edge of Lake Michigan, the second
largest of the Great Lakes.
According to Game & Fish, the lake
is home to hundreds of species of
fish, including Pacific salmon, lake
trout and rainbow trout. There are
companies that offer fishing
charters into the deeper waters
further away from the city, but if
you like casting your line with your
feet on dry land, consider heading
out about an hour north of the
downtown area to Adeline Jay
Geo-Karis Illinois Beach State
Park. This park covers 6.5 miles,
including the only beach ridge
shoreline left in Illinois and 4,160
acres of gorgeous nature. Besides
fishing, the park is home to the Illinois Beach Resort and Conference Center, which is perfect for a
relaxing weekend away.

Wolf Creek State Park (Illinois)

If you would prefer to fish further away from the big city, check out Wolf Creek State Park in the east
central region. The Wolf Creek and Eagle Creek sites neighbor one other, creating a shared space
ideal for communing for nature. There is plenty of water for fishing, and if you want a full weekend
outdoors, there are also ample campsites and hiking trails. Springfield and Windsor are only minutes
away for a comfortable hotel bed and more metropolitan attractions for the whole family to enjoy. 

Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (Indiana)

As mentioned previously, Lake Michigan is a great place for fishing and other types of recreation. If
you want to explore the lake and get the whole experience provided by the National Park Service, visit
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.  Fishing and boating are allowed in the park, which encompasses
Lake Michigan, portions of the Grand Calumet River, Long Lake and other streams. There are also
hiking and bicycling trails for when you need to stretch your legs, and history and nature buffs should
appreciate the guided tours provided by the staff.

Patoka Lake (Indiana)

Near French Lick and Jasper and inside the sprawling Hoosier National Forest is Patoka Lake. It
covers 8,800 surface acres and is home to creatures like freshwater jellyfish, otters and bald eagles.
All About Fishing says that its protected status has also made it a good home for several types of fish,



including largemouth bass, walleye, striped bass and white crappie. For some hours of peace and
quiet, you can rent a boat or bring your own to one of the two marinas. There are several other
activities for the whole family, such as swimming and disc golf, to keep them busy as you fish.

This is a very small sample of the waterways in Illinois and Indiana that are open for fishing. Try one of
these spots and then explore more of what these states have to offer.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Genuine Toyota Accessory Special: $20% OFF
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Complimentary Battery Inspection
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End-of-Winter Maintenance Checks
Tips to ensure a smooth ride into the spring

Winter is over, and soon you’ll be able to roll down the windows, open the sunroof and bask in a
bright sunny day of driving. Now is the time to compile your end-of-winter to-do list and put together
your vehicle maintenance checklist. By repairing any damage your car suffered during winter and
readying it for a new season, you’ll sail through spring with far fewer automotive worries.

Battery

Cold weather doesn’t just sap your
energy levels. It also drains your
car’s battery, and it does so at an
alarming rate. Just because your
car still starts as expected every
morning doesn’t mean that it didn’t
take a beating during winter.
Because of the cold’s negative
effects, spring is the ideal time to
get your battery power level
evaluated. If necessary, it’s
imperative to invest in a new
battery as soon as possible,
because being stranded with a
dead battery is unfortunate
irrespective of the weather outside.

Writes Jon Linkov in an article in
Consumer Reports, “You can have
the battery professionally tested at
a service station, auto parts store
or repair shop. A tired battery may just need to be charged. But if it’s defective or just worn out, it’s
best to replace it before it goes completely dead.”

Tires

Ice, snow, slush, cracks and potholes — your tires have carried you through challenging winter terrain
thanklessly and reliably, which means they might be more worn down than you think. According to
CarCareNewsService.org, you need to evaluate the tread of your tires to determine how it stood up to
winter, monitor the air pressure in each tire and seek out bald spots or bulges. If you notice uneven
wear on your tires, it’s probably time for a wheel alignment, if not time for a brand new set altogether.

FMMotorParts.com recommends switching out your winter tires, if applicable, for all-season tires,
which tend to be a better fit for driving in spring. Switching to seasonally-appropriate tires ensures
better performance and efficiency for the time of year ahead.

Wiper blades

Cutting through icy showers and falling snow will dull and damage your windshield wiper blades. As
Linkov notes, wiper blades typically carry a six-month lifespan, which makes the end of winter and
start of spring the perfect time to equip your car with a new pair.

Even if your wiper blades appear to be in decent condition, Linkov writes that “streaks or missed
expanses of glass are sure signs that the blades are ready for retirement.”



Exterior 

If your car looks greyer, duller or less shiny than you remember before winter set in, bust out the water
bucket and soap for a thorough cleaning. Just make sure that any car washes include consideration for
the undercarriage. Road salt may have taken up residence in hard-to-reach nooks and crannies, and it
can cause corrosion and damage to vital components if left sitting for too long.

Fluids

Even if you’re diligent about oil changes, winter temperatures can cause oil to thicken, which Linkov
says can cause your engine work harder. He advises you to check your oil and change it along with 
your oil filter, if necessary, to protect your engine and to help it run as efficiently as possible.

While you’re under the hood, CarCareNewsService.org recommends checking coolant levels, as well
as your brake, power steering and transmission fluids. Also check if your windshield wiper solution is
at the proper level and be sure to dilute it with water if you choose to fill it yourself.

Belts and hoses

Just like winter temperatures make your skin crack, your car’s heater and radiator hoses are at risk as
well. Linkov recommends assessing any signs of wear and tear and addressing them before they
create more significant problems.

“The hoses should be firm yet pliable when you squeeze them. Scrap them if they feel brittle or overly
soft,” he writes.

With winter in the rearview, spring arriving at last and summer just over the horizon, now is the time to
evaluate your car and all its working parts. Have a professional give your vehicle a thorough
inspection and address any potential issues before they cause bigger problems.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Toyota Certified: The Best New Cars Make the Best
Used Cars!
Hand Selected and Meticulously Inspected

Click HERE to View our Certified Pre-Owned Inventory

 

 

1.9% APR Financing for 60 Months on 
ALL Toyota Certified Pre-Owned 

Camry, Camry Hybrid, Sienna, Avalon, Avalon Hybrid, 
RAV4, RAV4 Hybrid, Corolla Models

Please see dealer for details. 2.9% APR Financing for 60 months equals $17.48/$1000 financed.
Price plus tax, title, license and $175.94 documentary fee. Offers valid with approved credit.  Offer

valid until 4/30/18.

 

Why Buy a Toyota Certified Used Vehicle?

HAND SELECTED: We begin by selecting only vehicles which are within six years of the current
model year and have less than 85,000 miles.

 

METICULOUSLY INSPECTED: Each vehicle must pass a 160-Point Quality Assurance Inspection by
a Toyota-certified technician.

 

 

HISTORY CHECKED: Each Toyota certified used vehicle comes with a CARFAX Vehicle History
Report. (4) It provides information on ownership history, title problems and registration, with data
collected from over 20,000 sources, including U.S. and Canadian DMVs, auctions, and insurance



companies.  CARFAX even offers a Buyback Guarantee.(6) CARFAX will buy back the vehicle if
incidents like salvage, fire, flood, odometer problems or lemon history were reported to the DMV, but

not reflected in the CARFAX Vehicle History Report.

 

 

Bredemann Toyota also offers our customers an AutoCheck Vehicle History Report by Experian for all
vehicles we have in stock. 

 

 

NEW VEHICLE FINANCING RATES:

 

Every Toyota certified used vehicle is eligible for standard new-car financing rates from Toyota
Financial Services (1) and each comes with a Toyota factory warranty which is honored at over 1,400

Toyota dealers in the U.S. and Canada.

 

 

COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY COVERAGE

12-Month / 12,000-Mile Comprehensive Warranty (2)

- Coverage begins from date of purchase.

- Provides our highest level of coverage available.

 

 

7-Year / 100,000-Mile Limited Power-train Warranty (3)

- Coverage begins from the original date of first use when sold as new.

- Covers major engine, transmission components, and all internally lubricated parts.

- Includes Travel Protection that includes lodging reimbursement when more than 150 miles from
home.  (5)

- Provides Substitute Transportation reimbursement while your Toyota Certified Used Vehicle is
undergoing repair. (5)

- It's transferable at no cost for added resale value.

 

One Year of Complimentary Roadside Assistance (3)

- Coverage begins from the date of purchase.

- Covers most services, including flat tires, lockout service, jump starts, towing and fuel delivery.

- Reimbursement for towing to the nearest Toyota dealership. (5)

- Toll-free call for service, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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Overnight Breakfast Recipes
A scrumptious way to start your morning

We all want a warm, savory breakfast in the morning, but most of us (particularly those of us who
aren’t morning people) don’t want to wake up early or exert the effort needed to prepare such a meal.
Luckily, if you plan ahead, you can prepare the dish the night before so it bakes in the slow cooker
and is ready to serve come sunrise.

Slow cooker French toast
casserole

This delightful dish from Meme of
Living Well Kitchen takes only 10
minutes to prep and can bake
overnight. Rip eight slices of bread
into chunks, then whisk them in a
bowl with six large eggs, 1 cup
milk, 1/4 cup brown sugar, 1-1/2
teaspoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract and 1/4 teaspoon
salt. Once the bread is coated, let it
soak in the refrigerator for four
hours. When you’re ready to go to
sleep, pour the mixture into a
greased slow cooker and set it to
“warm.” Eight hours later, when
you wake up, you’ll have
sumptuous French toast waiting for
you.

Slow cooker overnight breakfast casserole

If you crave a hearty breakfast, you can’t go wrong with Johnsonville®’s recipe for an overnight
breakfast casserole.

Begin by cooking two packages of maple-flavored breakfast sausage links (Johnsonville-brand
Vermont Maple, if you’re following the recipe exactly) and slice them into pieces. Combine 1 cup
chopped green onions, 1 chopped red bell pepper, a 4-ounce can of diced green chilies, and 1/4 cup
chopped cilantro in a bowl.

When you’re ready to bake, arrange the ingredients in three sets of layers in a greased slow cooker:
1/3 package shredded hash browns, 1/3 of the sausage pieces, and 1/3 of the green onion mixture.
After layering these three times in that order, cover them in a mixture of 12 eggs, 1 cup milk, and
pinches of salt and pepper. After you let the slow cooker sit on low heat for eight hours, you’ll have a
delectable breakfast to serve.

Slow cooker oatmeal

If you have a picky family or group of friends to serve at breakfast time, a warm oatmeal buffet allows
them to customize their bowls with various toppings and provides something for everyone.

Stephanie O’Dea shared this recipe on her blog, A Year of Slow Cooking. You can either use rolled
old-fashioned or steel-cut oats, and your choice of water or milk (cow, soy, almond, etc.). Depending
on how much you want to make, follow the 1:3 ratio — three parts liquid for every one part of oatmeal.



Fill the bottom of the slow cooker with 1 cup water, then place an oven-safe bowl into the bottom of
the basin. Place the oatmeal mixture inside the greased bowl. If you set the slow-cooker on “low” for
seven hours overnight, the water and heat should cook the oats by morning. Before you serve the
oatmeal, mix in 1/2 cup of cream or milk.

If you want to speed up the process, you could add extra liquid to the mixture, use steel-cut oats, and
directly cook it in the slow cooker’s basin for four hours.

Lay out a variety of toppings that people can drizzle on and mix into their bowls of oatmeal, such as
maple syrup, raisins, peanut butter, fresh-cut fruit, chocolate chips, coconut flakes or nuts.

Whatever food you prefer to eat in the morning, there’s a slow-cooker recipe out there that’s perfect
for you. After all, breakfast is the most important meal of the day.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How to Get Your Home Buyer-Ready
Make your house feel like a potential buyer’s new home

Putting your beloved home on the market can be somewhat stressful. It’s difficult to know what
potential buyers are looking for as they search for their next home. Before you put your home up for
sale, consider these preparation tips to start the process on the right foot.

Remove clutter

While it may sound obvious, this is
a simple and important step: Pick
up around the house. The flat
surfaces in your home should be
as clear as possible. Put away little
knickknacks, kitchen appliances
that go unused and décor that
stands out. Bedroom closets tend
to gather clutter and excess
clothing; be sure you have a solid
organization system in place. The
more empty space you have in
your closet, the bigger it will look to
potential buyers.

Prepare for nosy buyers

There’s no doubt about it: Potential
buyers will open cabinets and
drawers as they peruse your home. Do they need to see what’s inside your dresser? No, but many
will look anyway. Make sure to clean not only the surface of your home, but also the inside of your
fridge, cabinets and drawers.

De-personalize

Even though they may peek into your personal belongings, buyers don’t want to feel like they’re
walking through someone else’s house. They are on the hunt for their own home, so they are trying to
imagine themselves under that same roof. Remove personal belongings such as family photos and
personalized memorabilia. Your house should feel generic, as if anyone could be living there.

Deep clean

Another obvious step: Deep clean your home. Every little nook and cranny in your home should be
free of dirt, dust and grime. You could have showings at any time, so be sure you are wiping down the
counters, mopping the floors, vacuuming the carpet and dusting on a more-than-regular basis. HGTV
recommends hiring professional window washers, too. Not only will washing your windows add that
extra touch of cleanliness to your home, but it will also allow more natural light into each room.

Update paint

It may not be necessary to repaint your entire home. However, it’s worth giving each room a
once-over to see if any areas need to be touched up. Sometimes smaller scuffs and marks can be
removed with touch-up paint or a stain-removing sponge. Check the door and window frames around
your house as well, just in case they are showing signs of wear and tear.

Lighten up



Any photographer or home stager will tell you that lighting is everything. Even with the most beautiful
home on the market, the wrong lighting can make a house feel dreary and unappealing. Be sure to
replace the burnt out light bulbs throughout your house and open all of your curtains and blinds for a
bit of natural light.

Selling your home isn’t always easy, but these are small steps you can take to make your house feel
like a potential buyer’s new home.
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Unique Ways to Commemorate Memorial Day
10 ideas for honoring the military on May 28th

Whether or not you have a friend or relative who is serving in the military, Memorial Day is a somber
holiday honoring those who put their lives on the line to protect the freedoms we enjoy every day in
America. Here are 10 thoughtful ways to pay tribute on this occasion, many of them suggested by
USMemorialDay.org.

Attend an event

Check out local Memorial Day
events in your area. From festive
parades to 5K races, this holiday
spurs many region-specific
celebrations in which you can
participate.

Give financially

This date is a great occasion to
raise funds for a military-focused
nonprofit organization of your
choice. Wingman Foundation, Air
Force Aid Society and Children of
Fallen Patriots are just a few of the
worthy groups you can contribute
to in honor of Memorial Day. For
additional charities to support,
check out this extensive list .

Corporate potluck

Gather your coworkers and organize a potluck to take place the week before Memorial Day.
Encourage people to bring in grilled hot dogs and hamburgers as well as many of the trimmings and
sides.

Write a letter

Show your appreciation for those currently serving in the military, as well as retired veterans, by
writing a letter and sending it via an organization such as Operation Gratitude. This site even has
helpful tips for crafting your letter, depending on whether you’re addressing it to a new recruit, a first
responder, a deployed troop or a veteran. 

Cemetery visitation

Research what veteran cemeteries are in your vicinity, then plan a trip to visit one of them. Bring
flowers and/or U.S. flags to place on some of the graves as an additional expression of honor.

Send a care package

This is a great idea for workplace teams as well as families. Visit the Support Our Troops® website for
recommendations of which items to include in your package, as well as which products to avoid
sending.

Random act of kindness

Former and current service members often sport their military attire on Memorial Day. If you find



Former and current service members often sport their military attire on Memorial Day. If you find
yourself in line with a service member at a restaurant or coffee shop, offer to pay for their order as a
small “thank you” for their commitment to our country.

Cubicle décor

The week before Memorial Day, consider decorating your cubicle with patriotic décor. This could be in
the form of small U.S. flags, a red checkered tablecloth or a banner of red and blue paper stars at your
desk, as depicted on Homedit.com.

Visit a local memorial

What better way to honor the day than by heading to a memorial in your area? If you’re not sure which
sites are near your place of residence, Military.com has done the work for you. Simply browse the
website  and select your state to view memorials close by.

One minute of silence

Each Memorial Day at 3 p.m., U.S. residents across the nation pause for 60 seconds to remember
and ponder the sacrifices of the military, both in the past and in the present. Even if you have to work
through the holiday, take just a moment out of your day to participate in this brief observation that
President Clinton initiated back in 2000.

While backyard barbecues are a common sight on Memorial Day, consider supplementing your
celebration this year by incorporating any of these 10 ideas into your family’s festivities.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Toyota Camry
The all-new, sportier 2018 Camry is on a mission

Ever the people’s car, the 2018 Toyota Camry comes with an all-new look designed to attract an even
broader audience.

Forging a new reputation

Eager to leave behind its
reputation for being “safe but
bland,” Toyota has produced its
boldest Camry yet. The large front
grille, low hood, aggressive
creases and chrome details all
point to one thing: This Camry is
more distinguished and sportier
than ever. Does this, however,
carry over to the actual powertrain?
With three completely revamped
engines, including a
301-horsepower V6 and a
208-horsepower hybrid, it’s safe to
say Toyota has accomplished its
goal. Even the base inline
four-cylinder, which produces 203
horsepower and 184 lb-ft of torque,
can be described as vigorous. Both
gasoline powertrains are paired
with a new eight-speed automatic, which only sweetens the experience of driving the 2018 Camry.

Advanced technologies

The 2018 Toyota Camry is offered with the latest Entune™ 3.0 system, a comprehensive infotainment
system that includes an app suite and Toyota Connected Services. An 8-inch multimedia touchscreen
is the pathway to all of your favorite tunes, news and apps, with navigation made easy thanks to
pinch-and-zoom controls. A nine-speaker, 800-watt premium audio system by JBL ® enhances your
experience behind the wheel while a 10-inch color Head-Up Display (HUD) projects all important
driving information onto the lower portion of the windshield so as to help you keep your eyes on the
road ahead. If you still want to look down at your turn-by-turn directions the old fashioned way, you’ll
find what you need on a beautifully designed, 7-inch color display.

Industry-leading safety

Few cars — if any, besides those in Toyota’s own lineup — can match the 2018 Toyota Camry in
terms of safety, which comes standard with the Toyota Safety Sense™ P (TSS-P) suite of active
safety technologies. This includes the Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection, Lane
Departure Alert with Steering Assist, Dynamic Radar Cruise Control and various other features
designed to heighten your awareness behind the wheel, or even take over when needed. Not included
in TSS-P but also available are a Bird’s Eye View Camera with Perimeter Scan and Intelligent
Clearance Sonar with Rear Cross-Traffic Braking.

Even as SUVs and crossovers dominate the market, the all-new 2018 Toyota Camry is on a mission
to remind us why sedans are still hot, and to show us that its reputation for blandness is no longer
deserved.
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April Chicago Events!

Spring is here in Chicago and things are warming up in the Windy City. Warmer temperatures means
that there's even more to do in the city, as markets open their doors and song and dance fill the air
(no, really!). Most of the options in our list are free things to do in Chicago this month, with a few that
will run you less than $10.

Here are free things to do in April that shouldn't be missed.

 

1.  Vintage Garage Chicago Flea Market
APRIL 23 

This month, go check out some of the best vintage and thrift that Chicago has to offer. Vintage
Garage is a flea market that happens once a month during the spring to fall season, literally in a
parking garage! April 23 is the 2017 season’s first market. Have things to sell? You can do that too!
Admission is $5.

Vintage Garage  |  5051 N. Broadway Avenue  |  312-505-6373

 

 

2.  Randolph Street Market



APRIL 29-30 

Randolph Street Market is an antique and vintage shopping extravaganza. Whether you’re looking for
a unique piece for your home, or some inexpensive fashion jewelry, this place has it all. Tickets start
at just $8, and they often run special promos that make them even more affordable. Bring the entire
family to enjoy local eats and live music on April 29 and 30.

Randolph Street Market  |  1340 W. Washington Boulevard  |  312-666-1200

 

 

3.  Greek Independence Day Parade
APRIL 30  **FREE 

Greektown is one of Chicago’s favorite ethnic neighborhoods. On April 30, head to Halsted Street to
join in the celebration of the 197th Greek Independence Day. There’s no charge to watch the parade,
and delicious food is affordable.

Greek Independence Day Parade  |  2:30 p.m. on April 30  |  Halsted Street at Randolph Street

 

 

4.  Emporium Arcade Bar
Emporium Arcade Bar has two locations, one in Wicker Park and one in Logan Square. Both locations
have live music a few days a week during April and admission is almost always free. Enjoy a beer and
a few arcade games without dropping a lot of cash.

Emporium Arcade Bar Wicker Park  |  1366 N. Milwaukee Avenue  |  773-697-7922

Emporium Arcade Bar Logan Square  |   2363 N. Milwaukee Avenue  |  773-360-8774

 
 

5.  Music at Door No. 3
Located in Wicker Park, this speakeasy-style bar is underneath Double Door. They have lots of live
music events in April, including The Legal Immigrants on April 27. Tickets are just $10 bucks.

Door No. 3  |  1551 N. Damen Avenue  |  773-489-3160

 

 

6.  Music at The Whistler
**FREE 

Head to Logan Square for cocktails and tunes inside The Whistler. Admission is always free. Live
music dance parties in April include The Chicago Jamaican Jazz Ensemble and Fresh Roasted: Live
Beat-Making and Battle. Be sure to arrive early as this place gets pretty packed.

The Whistler  |  2421 N. Milwaukee Avenue  |  773-227-3530

 

 

7.  Concerts at Old Town School of Folk Music



The Old Town School of Folk Music offers concerts, in addition to classes. April performances include
Adrian Belew Power Trio, Playdate: Carnaval, and tons more. Ticket prices vary. 

Old Town School of Folk Music  |   4544 N. Lincoln Avenue  |  773-728-6000

 

 

8.  Logan Theatre Open Mic Night
** FREE 

Enjoy a night of impromptu comedy acts at Logan Theatre’s Open Mic Night every Monday at 8:30
p.m. Get there at 8 p.m. to sign up if you want to participate. Admission is free.

Logan Theatre |  2646 N. Milwaukee Avenue  |  773-342-5555  
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AutoTrader names 2018 Camry a “Must Test-Drive”

Click HERE to View our 2018 Toyota Camry Inventory

Logging thousands of miles, the Autotrader editorial experts chose the winners of the annual Must
Test Drive Awards based on a wide-ranging set of criteria, including interior comfort and materials,
available technology features and ride quality, and each vehicle was agreed upon unanimously by the
entire editorial team. To be considered for a Must Test Drive Award, a vehicle must be of the current
or next model-year and be available to purchase at the time of the awards announcement. It must
have a base price under $75,000, offering a significant value for the asking price, and must score a 3.5
or higher on Autotrader's five-point scale.

2018 Toyota Camry
The latest Toyota Camry offers major changes from prior models, which is a difficult feat, considering
prior models were pretty impressive. This Camry has attitude and shows Toyota is taking risks.
Admittedly, the new Camry isn't just sporty and bold, it's also still the same reliable, roomy sedan
that's always been highly popular in the United States, and it's priced reasonably to compete with
rivals, with a starting price of around $24,500.
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Exercises to Strengthen Your Brain
Ways to exercise your brain for better health

To maintain a nimble, healthy physique, you have to exercise. Whether you have a regular cardio
routine, like to take long walks, run regularly or lift weights at the gym, you know your muscles will get
stronger by doing physical exercise. But how do you strengthen the most important muscle in your
body: your brain?

Get physical

Exercising regularly will improve
not only your physical health,
strength and endurance, it will also
strengthen your mind.

“Research shows that physical
exercise enhances cognitive
function,” explains Eva Selhub,
M.D., on MindBodyGreen.com.
“One reason might be because
it increases levels of brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a
protein that improves learning,
memory and higher thinking by
stimulating growth of new neurons
and helping existing neurons stay
alive.”

Selhub notes that brain-beneficial
activities include yoga, tai chi, aerobic exercise and walking outside on balance-challenging terrain.

Think for yourself

Smartphones, computers and other devices can deliver answers in mere seconds. This means that a
lot of the work your brain used to do, like math calculations, has disappeared, according to
HuffingtonPost.com contributor Shawn Clark. In order to exercise your brain, he recommends taking
advantage of your old-school skills more in everyday tasks.

Alter your habits

You’ve probably got your morning routine down so well that you can go through the motions without
even thinking. This may be good for getting out the door on time, but it’s not good for your brain.
According to “Keep Your Brain Alive” authors Lawrence C. Katz, Ph.D., and Manning Rubin on
ReadersDigest.com, brain activity dwindles when routines become automatic.

In order to reawaken your brain, they suggest mixing up your morning habits: “Get dressed after
breakfast, walk the dog on a new route or change your TV or news station.”

Target train your brain

Cognitive training exercises such as juggling or playing board games or chess will keep your brain
nimble, according to Selhub.

“You can even do something simple like learn a new direction to drive to work, type or scroll with the
opposite hand, or combine your senses by eating while listening to music with your eyes closed,” she
writes.



Expand your horizon

To keep your brain firing on all cylinders, learn something new.

“Learn a craft, a new language or take up a new hobby,” Clark writes. “Learning to do new things will
keep your mind active and stimulate areas of your mental functioning that may have been neglected.
And keep in mind that variation is key.”

Put yourself out there

Connecting with others, making new friends and belonging to a community is good for your spirit and
can also help strengthen your brain, explain Katz and Rubin. Not being social can harm your “overall
cognitive abilities.”

Pick the right fuel

Certain foods — namely sugar — have extremely negative effects on the body and the brain. To
protect your brain’s health, Selhub strongly recommends avoiding the sweet stuff.

Katz and Rubin suggest incorporating foods that you don’t normally consume into your diet as a way
to wake up your senses.

 “There’s a direct link to the emotional center of your brain, so new odors may evoke unexpected
feelings and associations,” they explain.

By incorporating these exercises and activities into your life, you’ll help keep your cognitive abilities
sharp and your memory strong.
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Sightline Wiper Blades: $15.99 each
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Oil Change & Tire Rotation Special: $49.95 - $59.95
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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